Letter to the Director

A Novel Figure and Algorithm for the GOLD-ABE Classification: Additional Comments

To the Director,

Miravitlles et al. propose in their recent editorial a new figure and algorithm for the GOLD-ABE assessment tool. They rightly point out that the ABE classification is actually made up of four groups, because patients in group E with blood eosinophilia should be started early on triple therapy (LABA/LAMA/ICS). One of the authors also proposed another modification of the ABE classification that adds a third dimension to said classification. The authors’ proposal characterizes B and E patients as B+ and E+ if they have cardiovascular disease (CVD) or increased cardiovascular risk (CVR). They suggest that this scheme could serve as a basis for earlier treatment of some patients with triple therapy and mention two potential benefits: a reduction in the decline of lung function, and a possible benefit in mortality, which could be partially mediated by a reduction in cardiovascular events. In fact, both benefits could be related, since there may be an association between lung function and CVD. Adoption of this modified scheme to guide therapy should be preceded by appropriate studies, and a first step should be to assess whether this modified classification improves prediction of future risk compared to the current GOLD scheme.

Neither the current GOLD-ABE nor the latest GOLD-ABCD classifications (2017 and later) used lung function to decide initial drug treatment, unlike previous GOLD-2011 recommendations or current GesEPOC algorithms. In a previous study, we found that a three-dimensional modification of the GOLD-2017 ABCD scheme, similar to that proposed by Kostikas et al., but using lung function instead of CVD/CVR, increased its ability to predict future risk. We performed a post hoc analysis of the data from said study with the objectives of (A) verifying whether the classifications proposed by Kostikas et al. (GOLD-ABE-3D) and Miravitlles et al. (GOLD-ABE-Eos) increase the capacity of predicting future mortality risk over current GOLD-ABE classification and (B) determine how another three-dimensional modification of GOLD-ABE, using lung function to establish the third dimension of the scheme (GOLD-ABE-function), compares with the other classifications.

The patients were classified according to the four schemes. For GOLD-ABE-3D, patients from the B and E groups were classified as B+ and E+ if any of the following diseases had been diagnosed on the index date: chronic heart failure, ischaemic heart disease, peripheral vascular disease, cerebrovascular disease or atrial fibrillation. For GOLD-ABE-Eos, patients from the E group were classified as E-1 (non-eosinophilic) or E-2 (eosinophilic), following the methodology of a previous study. For GOLD-ABE-function, patients from the A, B and E groups were classified into subgroups -1 or -2 according to whether their FEV₁ % was ≥ 50% (−1) or < 50% (−2). The outcome variable was all-cause mortality. The ability of the classifications to predict outcome was compared using receiver-operating characteristics curves. The areas under the curves (AUCs) were compared according to DeLong et al. A total of 954 patients were studied, of whom 169 died after a mean follow-up of 51.8 ± 29.2 months. Eosinophilia counts were not available for all participants, so only 920 patients could be classified according to GOLD-ABE-Eos. The AUCs were: GOLD-ABE: 0.676 (95% CI: 0.645–0.705); GOLD-ABE-Eos: 0.657 (95% CI: 0.615–0.697); GOLD-ABE-3D: 0.685 (95% CI: 0.659–0.718); GOLD-ABE-function: 0.695 (95% CI: 0.664–0.724). AUCs for GOLD-ABE-3D and GOLD-ABE-function were significantly higher than for GOLD-ABE (p < 0.001 and p = 0.02, respectively). There were no significant differences between GOLD-ABE-3D and GOLD-ABE-function (p = 0.54), nor between GOLD-ABE-Eos and GOLD-ABE (p = 0.83).

These results indicate that the proposed GOLD-ABE classification can be refined to better predict mortality risk, including either CVD/CVR or lung function. This is a relevant finding to design future studies that evaluate early triple therapy, with the aim of improving survival. A three-dimensional classification that uses lung function instead of CVD increases the prediction of mortality similarly to that of Kostikas et al. A possible link between lung function and CVR might explain this finding. The diagnosis of CVD is challenging in COPD patients, since the symptoms of both diseases overlap, whereas lung function measurement is a simple and indispensable evaluation in COPD.

Therefore, modifying the ABE algorithm proposed by Miravitlles et al. by adding lung function could be considered when designing future clinical trials on early implementation of triple therapy.
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